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Abbreviations 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Executive Summary 

Whereas a significant amount of research and policy engagement has 

been going on in other sectors of economy, a huge amount of work 

still needs to be done in the area of natural resources and 

environmental economics.  At Makerere University, very few 

graduate students dare to write their theses in this area because of 

the unique methodological issues environmental and natural 

resource research requires. Whereas the environment holds the 

production processes of the economy, in doing so, it is exposed to 

a high degradation risk. For example, natural resources are essential 

inputs for production in many sectors; however, production and 

consumption also lead to pollution and other pressures on the environment. 

Humans impact the environment in several ways; decreased water quality, increased pollution and 

greenhouse gas emissions, depletion of natural resources and contribution to global climate change. 

The EfD-Mak Center will contribute practical solutions to environment and natural resource 

problems through high quality policy-relevant research, graduate training support, policy engagement 

and outreach. The Centre will work with relevant government departments, the private sector, 

development partners and civil society to drive research and policy action that are underpinned by 

issues regarding environmental management and sustainable development. 

The launch of the Environment for Development Initiative EfD-Mak Centre on 29 August 2019 is 

an important milestone for Makerere University since it the first of its kind in the country. Makerere 

University now joins a global network of environmental economics research centers to contribute to 

effective management of the environment in the global South through applied research, institutional 

development, academic training and policy interaction. 

EfD-Mak Center’s activities will bridge the research-policy gap in Uganda and beyond in priority areas 

including climate change, energy, food, forests, water, fisheries, agriculture and sustainable 

development.  EfD-Mak Center will establish local and international research and policy networks, 

organize international conferences, seminar series, and trainings in rigorous environmental policy 

analysis and frontier methodological approaches to environmental questions. The center will also 

engage in high-level policy dialogues with policy makers, private sector actors, non-government 

organizations, academia and civil society organizations. To enable relevant policy makers and 

government officials have a better appreciation of environmental economics and mainstream 

environmental policy in their daily work, EfD-Mak Centre will conduct short courses and develop 

policy briefs out of every technical research for sharing. The Centre will also organize policy tours, 

policy research workshops and fieldwork in the four regions of the country to bring on board 

environmental policy makers in government, environmental activists in the private sector and civil 

society organizations. 

 
Assoc. Prof.Edward Bbaale 
Director, EfD-Mak 
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1.2 Organization and objectives of the workshop 
The workshop was organized by the EfD-Mak team funded under the project budget lines. The 

objectives of the workshop were: 1) To introduce   the EfD-Mak Centre to the stakeholders; 2) To 

officially launch the Center operations and; 3) To initiate a collaboration with key stakeholders. The 

Centre launch is part of the four main programs of the Centre particularly, institutionalizing the Centre 

within the University for Recognition.  

 

 

                                 A section of the participants attending the workshop  

 

1.3 Program 
EfD-Mak Centre was launched on 29th August, 2019 at the Makerere University Senior Common 

Room, Main building. The Vice Chancellor, Makerere University presided over the ceremony as Chief 

Guest. Members of university top management including the Director, Directorate of Research and 

Graduate Training Prof. Mukadasi Buyinza also graced the occasion. The function attracted 

representatives from the Swedish Embassy, EfD Kenya, Uganda Government Ministries and agencies, 

development partners, civil society organization and the Private sector.  The day’s agenda was as 
shown in the table below. 
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Launching the Environment for Development (EfD) Center at Makerere University: Key 

Stakeholders’ Network Meeting: 29 August 2019. 

Start End Activity 
Facilitator/  
 Participants 

* 

8:00am 8:30am Arrival & Registration Project Staff (Hilda and Jane)  

  Anthems and prayer M.C  

8:30am 8:50am Introductions  M.C  

8:50am 8:55am Welcome Remarks Principal CoBAMS  

8:55am 9:00am Welcome Remarks  Principal CAES 

 

9:00am 9:20am Presentation on EfD-MAK Centre  EfD Mak Director  

9:20am 9:25am Reaction by NPA NPA Official  

9:250am 9:30am Reaction by NEMA NEMA Official 
 

9:30am 9:35am Reaction by Swedish Embassy  Embassy Official 
 

9:35am 9:40am EfD Kenya Presentation EfD Kenya Director 
 

9:40am 10:15am Tea Break Mak Guest House 
 

10:15am 11:00am Plenary MC 
 

11:00am 11:30am 
Guest of Honor/Vice Chancellor Remarks 
and Launch 

Guest of Honor/Vice 
Chancellor MaK 

 

11:30am 12:00pm Introduction of EfD Mak Centre Team Director 
 

12:00pm 1:00pm Group photo, Lunch and Departure All 
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2.0 WELCOME REMARKS AND PRESENTATION ABOUT EfD 
2.1 Principal College of Business and Management Studies (CoBAMS) 

 
                       L: The Ag. Principal CoBAMS, Dr. Akileng Godfrey making his remarks 

Outlining the School and College structure, the Principal College of Business and Management Studies 
(CoBAMS) represented by Dr. Akileng Godfrey also, Dean, School of Business Management (SoB), 
said the College has a number of Centers and is engaged in teaching, research and a number of flagship 
activities and collaboration with the communities. 
 
Dr. Akileng described the EfD-Mak Centre initiative as a unique collaboration bringing together two 
university Colleges. 
 
“We are proud because it is a unique one in this university and the multidisciplinary nature of the 
Colleges. We are proud that the two colleges will enhance research and development of the region”, 
the Ag. Principal said. 
 
He reported that CAES and CoBAMs conduct joint-teaching of graduate programs in economics   
expressing appreciation to all the partners, Sida and the university of Gothenburg Sweden for the 
support and choosing Makerere for collaboration. 
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He also gave special gratitude to management of Makerere University for the support rendered to the 
CoBAMS in all aspects of her mandate, including the EfD- Mak Centre initiative. 
 

 
 
Prof. Richard Mulwa Mbithi interacts with the Ag. Principal CoBAMS, Dr. Akileng Godfrey during 
the break session. 
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2.2 Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences (CAES) 

 

Prof. Johnny Mugisha (2nd) speaking on behalf of the Principal CAES. 

 
The Principal College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences (CAES) represented by Prof. 

Johnny Mugisha, also Dean, School of Agricultural Sciences (SAS) informed participants that the 

College has three schools and eight departments engaged in teaching research and outreach but mainly 

focused on agriculture and environment. 

Prof. Mugisha said, in Sub-Saharan Africa, agriculture is blamed for the deteriorating environment. 

“We have converted forest to farmlands which farm lands are not looked after well. We have cleared 

wetlands; our feeding habits are not friendly; Water bodies have been polluted with lots of food and 

industrial waste. So, we agree that agriculture contributes to pollution”, Prof. Mugisha observed. 

Unfortunately, Prof. Mugisha noted that countries endowed with rich natural resources have worst 

index of those resources while those with scarce natural resources like Norway have high index 

because they govern their resources very well. 

“Uganda’s governance of natural resources is not good. It is us to be at the forefront of the initiatives 

to conserve and protect the environment and that is the reason why we teamed up with the College 

of Business and Management Studies. 

Prof. Mugisha also noted that although agriculture is to blame, there is increasing demand for food to 

feed the increasing population and cultivate the farmlands, that is why, there was need for economists 

and agriculturalists to form the EfD-Mak initiative. 

He reported that there have been collaborations with CoBAMs in teaching, research, publications 

including sharing of human resources and protecting the environment between the two colleges. 
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“Time has come for us to clean the messes that we created and, this is the reason why we need your 

full support. We shall be doing research in environment policy and you are the first stakeholders. We 

need policy makers, graduate students as our raw materials in research and the administration of the 

university”, Prof. Mugisha said. 

He expressed gratitude to the University management for the support and accepting to host the 

Centre. He also thanked Dr. Richard Mulwa Mbithi from the EfD-Kenya for the mentorship and for 

accepting the invitation to grace the occasion. 

2.3: Presentation about the EfD-Mak Centre 
 

 
Assoc. Prof. Edward Bbaale (standing) making a presentation about the EfD initiative 
 
In his presentation, the Director EfD-Mak Assoc. Prof. Edward Bbaale started with the history of the 

EfD initiative from the Brundtland’s Commission which introduced the concept of Sustainable 

Development in 1987 through which Environmental economics was singled out as a particularly 

promising discipline to support this vision. This he said, gave birth to a number of capacity-building 

networks, programmes and initiatives thus EfD. 

 Dr. Bbaale Informed participants that in 1991, SIDA came on board and offered capacity support to 

scholars from developing countries to study PhDs in Environmental Economics at University of 

Gothenburg with a view that, the graduates would go back to their countries to carry out policy 

relevant research, teach the next generation of academics and civil servants and provide advice to their 

governments.  
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The Director, however, reported that the vision was not that achieved as anticipated because, on 

returning home, scholars found themselves overburdened with teaching, administrative work, with no 

research funds and little policy involvement.  

The expected straight road from capacity building to improved national policies, he said, turned out 

to be rather disappointing and to get back on track, four gaps that needed to be fixed namely the 

capacity, knowledge, communication and institutional gaps were identified. 

Under the  Capacity gap, Dr. Bbaale explained that advanced domestic capacity was needed to 

understand the complex interaction between ecological systems and economies that have been marred 

by market and institutional failures; and also to make use of the opportunities created such as the 

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) or Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest 

Degradation (REDD) and understand that cost-efficient solutions are in most cases dependent on a 

thorough understanding of the functioning and limitation of local institutions. He added that, to close 

the capacity gap, a PhD Programme in Environmental Economics and Development was set up. 

On the knowledge gap, the Director told participants that there was insufficient attention given to the 

best management of natural resources despite their relevance to the world’s poorest majority noting 

that when PhDs returned to their countries, they found it hard to carry out the needed research 

because there were no research funds available.   

To address the issue of research funds, Dr. Bbaale said, EfD was created to provide funds where 

researchers were required to interact with policy makers in developing their proposals.  The proposals, 

he said, are peer reviewed and presented at an annual EfD conference before the research was funded, 

carried out and disseminated back to the stakeholders. 

On the communication gap, he stated that one of the key challenges is to go beyond general awareness 

of the importance of environment to integrating it in domestic and international policies and practice. 

To address this, he said, EfD prioritizes long-term policy dialogue and interaction between 

researchers, policy makers, development partners and activists. 

On the institutional gap, the Director explained that in the implementation of the capacity-building 

programme, it became clear that the problem was not only lack of capacity, but also an institutional 

gap. A platform, he said was needed to which resources could be attracted to support the much-

needed policy-relevant research.  The response to the institutional gap has been the establishment and 

support of the EfD Centers envisaged to be characterized by a conducive research environment, a 

good policy interface and strong administrative support that can manage international and domestic 

funding.  

The goal of the aforementioned initiatives, Dr. Bbaale said, was to create sustainable and viable policy-

research nodes that have lasting impacts on poverty alleviation and sustainable natural resource use. 

The first Centre, he said was founded in 2004, and, the EfD initiative was created in 2007. The EfD 

initiative is a global network of environmental economics research centers, composed of over 160 

accomplished environmental economists who are active in leading local academic research institutions. 

The Director said, the initiative has 15 centers across the world including Chile, China, Colombia, 

Costa Rica, Ethiopia, Ghana, India, Kenya, Nigeria, Sweden, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, USA 
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and Vietnam. The network is coordinated by the EfD Secretariat, a special Unit at the School of 

Business, Economics and Law, University of Gothenburg, Sweden. 

Dr. Bbaale explained that the EfD-Mak Centre is a new center at Makerere University established in 

Hanoi, Vietnam in 2018, under the Environment for Development Initiative (EfD). The Centre 

started its full operations in the financial year 2019/2020 and, is headed by Prof. Edward Bbaale, 

(School of Economics) and deputized by Prof. Johnny Mugisha, (School of Agricultural Sciences) 

“The EfD-Mak Centre Vision is to become a hub for quality training, research and policy engagement 

in environmental economics and development in the Africa region and beyond”. 

The Centre’s mission is to provide high quality policy-relevant research, graduate training support, 

policy engagement and outreach in the realm of environment and development economics in order 

to enhance sound environmental management and natural resource utilization for sustainable 

development,” Dr. Bbaale stated. 

 He explained that the key priority areas are Agriculture and sustainable development, Climate change, 

Fisheries, Parks and wildlife, Forestry and Energy, Policy design and Gender as a cross-cutting theme 

in all the six priority areas. 

The Director also said the Centre will work with relevant government departments, private sector, 

development partners and civil society to drive research and policy action that are underpinned by 

issues regarding environmental management and sustainable development. 

The EfD-Mak according the Director, will among other activities organize international conferences, 

workshops, seminar series and meetings where researchers interact with policy makers, development 

partners & environmental activists. 

It will train researchers and stakeholders in rigorous environmental policy analysis/ frontier 

methodological approaches to environmental questions. 

The Centre will hold high-level policy dialogues with policy makers, private sector actors, Civil Society 

Organizations and academia to exchange ideas and debate on the status, impact and direction of 

environmental policy in the country and; 

Develop policy briefs out of every technical research done or policy dialogue in non-technical 

language, for sharing with relevant policy makers 

” We are here today, first, to introduce to you the EfD-Mak Centre. Secondly, we are here to officially 

launch EfD-Mak Center operations and to initiate a collaboration with you as our key stakeholders 

with listen, talk, develop relationships, and patience as key principles”. Dr. Bbaale told participants as 

he concluded his presentation. 
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L: EfD-Mak Centre Director, Dr. Edward Bbaale also Dean school of Economics interacts with his Deputy ® 
Prof. Johnny Mugisha also Dean School of Agricultural Sciences after the opening ceremony. 
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2.4 Guest of Honor/Vice Chancellor Remarks and Launch 
 

 

Ag. Vice Chancellor, Dr. Umar Kakumba, Dr. Edward Bbaale and Prof. Richard Mulwa Mbithi during 

the launch. 

 

The launch was presided over by the Vice Chancellor Makerere University represented by the Deputy 

Vice Chancellor in charge of Academic Affairs (DVC (AA), Dr. Umar Kakumba. 

Dr. Kakumba congratulated Dr. Bbaale and Prof. Johnny Mugisha and the rest of the team for the 

wonderful initiative and bringing the EfD Centre to Makerere University.  

Aware that there are 15 EfD Centres across the world supported the Swedish government, Dr. 

Kakumba lauded the generous support provided by Sida and sister agencies to universities in trying to 

propel and addressing environmental concerns through research and capacity building. 

“We must be very active and tackle environmental issues with appropriate sobriety. We must create 

mechanisms of living sustainably and as a country, there is a great role to be played by the university 

as Centre of research and innovations. 

“EfD-Mak Centre is a great initiative and it falls within the strategic vision and mission of Makerere 

University. Makerere University in its strategic mission wants to earmark providing innovative 

teaching, learning and research that are responsive to our national and global needs.” The DVC(AA) 

said. 
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He said, the ranking of Makerere university speaks volumes and the relevance of the EfD-Mak Centre 

blends very well with the mission and vision of the university. 

 

NPA’s Dr. Ronald Kaggwa, NEMA’s Dr. Daniel Babika, Dr. Umar Kakumba, Dr. Edward Bbaale 

and Prof. Richard Mbithi during the launch. 

 

Through the EfD-Mak Centre the DVC (AA) was optimistic that it will open more frontiers for 

strategic partnerships towards enhancing the visibility and internationalization of the university which 

is a key pillar in Makerere University’s agenda. 

“In our forthcoming strategic plan 2020-2030 which we shall be launching soon, it tries to mirror and 

affirm to the national development agenda. Makerere and Uganda are part of the global economy and 

therefore, this Centre gives us the opportunities to getting well-coordinated with international players 

capable of addressing issues affecting our economy and the region”, Dr. Kakumba stated.  
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                 A section of the participants during the launch  

 

In his key message, the Vice Chancellor appreciated the partners and sponsors for the support and 

gave credence towards the initiative to bring Makerere to the wider global community. 

 Dr. Kakumba implored the Centre leaders to propel it to a “Centre of Excellence”, build capacity in 

environmental economics and inform government on the sense of direction based on evidence and, 

to connect students beyond the gates of Makerere. 

“We expect the Centre to establish and nurture multidisciplinary networks in priority areas such as 

fisheries, Parks and Tourism and sustainable agriculture to earn support from government.  

We should see you mentoring, conducting research and providing policy briefs because government 

is not interested in bulky dissertations but coming up with critical interventions that can address critical 

community issues. 

Government wants quick yielding and transformative initiatives to improve household incomes to 

improve their welfare”, Dr. Kakumba advised. 

The DVC (AA) reported that for the first time Makerere University has secured 30 billion shillings 

from Government of Uganda purposed for research despite the different pressing issues such as salary 

enhancement for public servants. 

As a university, he said, they had to sell issues to government to give this money and would want to 

earmark it for critical research initiatives and innovations and come up with milestones that connect 

with nationals. 

Dr. Kakumba assured the partners of the guaranteed support of management to the EfD-Mak Centre 

to effectively contribute to the country and global community. 
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Dr. Kakumba appreciated support extended to the university from government and her agencies as 

well as Sida for the last 15-20 years especially in building the capacity of staff now standing at 65% 

holding PhDs. 

At 10:15 am Dr. Umar Kakumba declared the EfD-Mak Centre open. This was followed by a group   

photograph and tea break. 

 

 
Participants pose for a group photo with the Ag. Vice chancellor after the launch 
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Journalists hold interviews with the Centre Director Dr. Edward Bbaale (top) and the DVC AA  
Dr. Umar Kakumba (bottom) after the photo session  
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3.0 REACTIONS FROM GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND 

INVITED GUESTS 
 

3.1 The representative of the National Planning Authority (NPA) 
 
Dr. Ronald Kaggwa from the National Planning Authority (NPA) congratulated Makerere University 
on being selected as one of the 15 centers for Environment (EfD) initiative in the world saying, this 
selection attests the quality and improving image of the university. 
 
Dr. Kaggwa said NPA is happy to be associated with this key milestone and commended the two 
Colleges for coming up with the initiative noting that certainly, it will address national capacity and 
research gaps in the country’s sustainable development agenda. 
 
He underscored the importance of the EfD-Mak Centre in addressing some of the research gaps in 
environment and natural resources planning and sustainable development in general. 
 
“For example as we roll out NDPIII whose strategic focus is on natural resource led industrialization, 
a few questions have to be answered: 
 
Do we have enough stocks of resources to sustain the natural resource led industrialization? In other 
words, we need to count the resources we are counting on. We therefore need to undertake research 
and build capacity in Natural Capital Accounting”, he tasked the Centre. 
 

 
L: Dr. Ronald Kaggwa speaking on behalf of the Director as NEMA’s Dr. Daniel Babika and Chief 
Guest Dr. Umar Kakumba listen. 
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Dr. Kaggwa reported that in a mid-term review of the NDP II, the sustainability indicators were poor 
with the national forest cover declining from 14% in 2015/16 to 9.5% in 2018/2019 against the 
NDPII target of 18% and the national target of 24% by 2040. While, the wetland cover fell to 10% in 
the same period against NDP II target of 15%. 
 
These, he said implies that the country’s economic growth was obtained through unsustainable 
exploitation of natural resource base. 
 
“How do we decouple economic growth from environment? This calls for research towards an 
appropriate balance of economic growth, environment sustainability and social dimension”, Dr. 
Kaggwa advised. 
 
As Uganda transitions to a green economy as alluded to in its Green Growth Development Strategy, 
Dr. Kaggwa said, the role of applied research, science, technology and innovation in this transition 
cannot be overstated. 
 
Dr. Kaggwa also noted that the 2030 Agenda on Sustainable Development is sound on environmental 
economics with SDG 11 on Sustainable Consumption and Production practices. Actualizing this 
SDG, he said, is highly reliant on the generation of appropriate policy responses that reconcile the 
environment and the economy. 
 

 
                                  A section of participants during the workshop 
 
He observed that while several research institutions exist, their focus is specific and geared towards 
other facets of development such as mainstream economics or entirely environment and natural 
resources with minimal focus on environmental economics. 
 
As a result, Kaggwa explained that there is limited appreciation of the role played by the environment 
and natural resources in the economy and the development process at large. 
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“The EfD-Mak Centre will generate policy relevant research that will inform our evidence based 
planning. I wish to emphasize NPA’s commitment to work with you to ensure the success of the 
Centre.  
 
We are available and ready to share our experiences and look forward to establishing partnerships in 
undertaking research that responds to development needs”, Dr. Kaggwa pledged, adding that 
partnerships will support the identification of existing applied research and policy gaps, and generate 
solutions to the existing research questions. 
 
In light of the NDP III, Dr. Kaggwa advised the Centre to consider undertaking research in different 
areas including; Addition of value to environmental goods and services; Dealing with plastic and 
electronic waste and economic opportunities thereof; Environment opportunities inherent in a 
relatively brown oil and gas sector; Capture methane from wetlands for productive uses such as energy 
production and; Models of sustainable industrialization for developing countries like Uganda. 

 

3.2 The representative of the National Environment Management Authority 

(NEMA) 
 

 
 L-R: Prof. Johnny Mugisha, and Dr. Ronald Kaggwa listen as Dr. Daniel Babika speaks on behalf of 
the Director, NEMA 
 
NEMA’s Director (in charge of Institutes, Projects and Public Education ) Dr. Daniel Babika said 

NEMA plays a role of ensuring that development happens in a right way  taking into consideration 

the aspect of sustainability and  creating a balance between the environment, society and economy. 
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One of the challenges NEMA has faced according to Dr. Babika is the failure to balance the three 

aforementioned pillars. Most of the time, Dr. Babika said the economy and society has taken the bigger 

share of resources, interest and commitment. 

“Environment much as is the sole house for all the resources on which development is based has been 

given the second or third position and this is a big challenge. 

NEMA appreciates the new initiative by Makerere university on grounds that for a long time there 

has been a missing link between environmental economists, practitioners and managers”, Dr. Babika 

stated. 

He re-emphasized that the expectations of politicians are economic growth for the wellbeing of people 

but rarely do they talk about where the growth and resources come from and, in the process natural 

resources are degraded and get the country into challenges. 

Dr. Babika was hopeful that the intervention by the EfD-Mak is going to play a central role in helping 

the country to get back to the right foot in terms of development. 

He said there is need for the center to assess the current contradictions about the concept of 

sustainable development and elevate the debate beyond job and wealth creation to consider the 

wellbeing of people, the resources themselves and the economy. 

He noted that because of the development thinking the population has been holding for a long time, 

the attitude towards environment has led to serious consequences to the extent that even agencies like 

NEMA have to explain so much to qualify for funding. 

“I see this intervention as an opportunity to correct the thinking of policy makers in this country. Our 

society is developing characteristics which are anti-environment and anti-sustainable development. 

There is a lot of selfishness which translates directly into the destruction of the environment and 

depletion of resources.” Dr. Babika added. 

He observed that some of the resources being destroyed cannot be replaced yet the alternative 

resources are very expensive for most of the sections of society to afford. 

Dr. Babika said, Economics and economists have a big role to play in determining the shape of 

development in the country and the direction. The problems being experienced in environment today 

according to Dr. Babika, were created long ago when the country never considered the other aspects 

of sustainability rather than economic growth. 

He shared that economic growth can only take place when you have resources taking into 

consideration that if you abuse them, you can exhaust them and fail to replace them. He said unlike 

the developed world, Uganda lacks the required resources and systems to manage the restoration of 

the depleted environment.  
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                                A section of the participants attending the workshop 
 
He advised the EfD-Mak Centre to devise means of creating knowledge that will have impact, consider 
issues of epistemology, that is, the ability of people to relay knowledge in the right way, usable by the 
right people for the benefit of the society. 
 
“In this new approach, it would be very useful to encourage a situation where by the research you do 
is going to be useful, transformative and applicable in responding to the needs of the people”, Dr. 
Babika stated. 
 
Currently, he said NEMA is trying to promote a key aspect of education called, ‘Education for 
Sustainable Development”, integrating different principles of sustainability in education management 
and practice including methods of teaching moving away from the classroom environment to the 
outer world to prepare students for the real world after school as problem solvers and not explainers 
of knowledge. 
 
Commenting on the need to communicate research findings to the targeted beneficiaries, Dr. Babika 
said the issue of communication depends on the way knowledge is generated and the philosophy that 
informs the generation of knowledge. If the purpose is to transform society, he said, there is no way 
one cannot share the findings and make them workable but if the purpose is to make money, then 
one will get a promotion and keep the publication on shelf. 
 
The approach, he said is to generate knowledge and practically engage different stakeholder not as 

subjects of data collected, but as equal partners in the process because they have enough knowledge 

of the context which at times is not recognized. 
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He outlined gaps that NEMA would like the EfD-Mak Centre to work on including creating a nuanced 

understanding between environment and economic development, dealing with irreducible 

uncertainties, ecological footprint of the academia and other professionals, the economic valuation of 

natural resources, ecosystems valuation and management, identifying alternative livelihoods and 

enhancing understanding of climate change and mitigation of its impacts. 

 

3.3 The representative of the Swedish Embassy - Environment unit 
 

 
                        Mr. Paul Asiimwe speaking on behalf of the Swedish Embassy 
 
Representing the Swedish Embassy, Mr. Paul Asiimwe from the Department of Environment, 
highlighted five Swedish perspectives underpinning their support namely; pro-poor including the 
poorest, conflict perspective, human rights, gender, Environment and climate change. 
 
Asiimwe said the Swedish perspective globally is to create opportunities for better living conditions 
for people living in poverty and under oppression; and focus on environmental sustainability i.e. 
sustainable climate and oceans and sustainable use of natural resources. 
 
The global strategy goals according to Asiimwe draw on the Sustainable Goals (SDGs) for example 
on clean water and sanitation (SDG 6), affordable and clean energy (SDG7), sustainable cities and 
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communities (SDG 11), responsible consumption and production (SDG 12), climate action(SDG 13) 
life below water(SDG 14) and life on land (SDG15), and contribute towards attaining these within the 
remit of operations. 
 
“On environmental perspective, we focus on stronger protection and restoration, and sustainable 
management and use of land based ecosystems, biodiversity and species, natural resources including 
agriculture and forestry and ecosystem service”, He explained.  
 
Other global perspectives mentioned include increased access to sustainable renewable energy at 
affordable price for people living in poverty and environmentally sustainable cities and communities. 
 
At the country’s (Uganda) perspective, Mr. Asiimwe outlined two bilateral strategies namely the 
Research Cooperation Strategy focused on building research capacity in public universities 2015-2020 
with a contribution of about USD 90 million. He said the EfD-Mak Centre can tap into this initiative 
where they have 17 on-going projects. 
 

 
                                  Some of the participants attending the workshop 
 
The other strategy according to Asiimwe is the Sweden–Uganda 2018-2023 Strategy for Development 
Cooperation focusing on three areas of bilateral cooperation namely, 1)Human rights, democracy, the 
rule of law and gender equality;  2) Environment, climate change and sustainable, inclusive economic 
development and; 3) Equitable health, including sexual and reproductive health and rights. 
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“Our Environment focuses on improved conditions for and access to productive employment with 
decent working conditions, corporate social responsibility and free and fair trade.  
The other is sustainable use of natural resources and ecosystems services, greater resilience to climate 
change and greater sustainable productivity and production in agriculture,” He said. 
 
Other two areas of focus in environment as explained by Asiimwe are greater resilience among poor 
people, including in communities that receive refugees, and greater access to renewable energy and 
improved energy efficiency. 
 
In his key message to the EfD-Mak Centre, Asiimwe implored the team to ensure effective 
coordination, synergy and avoid duplication, provide information necessary for decision making and 
implementation and integrate methods of collecting from practice. 
 
“I see the Centre, at the center of solving national problems such as massive natural resource 
degradation, climate change and pollution. Integrate aspects of inclusive growth and employment and 
integrate conflict perspectives in future sciences”, Mr. Asiimwe advised. 
 

3.4 The Director, EfD-Kenya Nairobi University 
 

 
 Dr. Edward Bbaale listens as Director EfD-Kenya Prof. Richard Mulwa Mbithi makes his remarks 
 
 
The Director, EfD-Kenya Nairobi University Prof. Richard Mulwa Mbithi gave a brief on the 
structure and operation of the EfD Centre. 
 
He said the best operational and working decision is that policy is a government research solution to 
the identified problem. The key point is that there has to be a problem first then you do research and 
identify the solution to tackle that problem. 
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When it comes to environment, Prof. Mbithi said the EfD exists to buffer research and give visions 
to environmental problems. This research he said, cannot be done without researchers, institutional 
frameworks and building capacity of young researchers and policy interaction. 
 
Prof. Mbithi explained that the EfD started as a project in 2007 under the department of economics 
in the University of Gothenburg Sweden and over time, it has grown into a department and that is 
how it has come to be a mother of the 15 Centers worldwide. 
 
“When two more centers were needed, we were advised to write to colleagues to interest them and 
this how I interested Prof. Johnny Mugisha of the School of Agricultural Sciences to write a proposal. 
At that time, I did not know Prof. Bbaale. I told Prof. Mugisha that there is nothing to lose to write 
an application and submit and this is what culminated in what we are celebrating today”, the professor 
said. 
 
He said an EfD Center should have a Centre Director with wings for Senior and Junior research 
fellows, research fellows and administration like data manager to manage data and a policy and 
communication specialist. 
 
And when doing research in environmental economics, the professor said, most times equations are 
communicated hence, the need to bring it down to the level of policy makers to make sure they 
understand what is said. 
 
Prof. Mbithi emphasized the importance of having local and international associates as well as other 
stakeholders such as policy makers while planning to conduct research. 
 
“For example if you want to do research, you can work with someone from Kenya or Canada or if 
you are doing research here in Uganda, you can incorporate someone from elsewhere as a research 
associate. 
 
Each year in the EfD center, a cycle of proposals is presented and is very competitive, so you don’t 
sit down in a small corner and write your proposal. The beauty of the EfD is that when you have an 
idea you first talk to the stakeholders for example consult the policy makers on what key areas they 
need interventions, develop the proposal in line with those ideas and we usually have research dates 
where we invite stakeholders, you present your proposal, critic it and they tell you whether that is what 
they want or not or make adjustments. 
 
If it is funded and you are done with your research work, you will call them again to present the results 
of your study. So everything has to be linked to policy makers because we are doing research to inform 
policy not just publishing papers to become a professor and what you want to do, there is much more 
than that”, Prof. Richard Mbithi explained. 
 
He said the environmental problems facing Uganda are similar in Kenya and cuts across the global 
South. One of them being the hurt ecosystems and ecosystems valuation. 
 
He reminded participants that many of the people making decisions at government circles do not have 
the exposure to the environment, therefore researchers need to give critical and convincing data why 
the wetland needs to be conserved. 
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Besides the green economy, Prof. Mbithi identified the blue economy especially pollution from plastics 
into the ocean, oil and gas or extractive industry in general as key areas where research is required to 
inform policy. 
  
He noted that the structure in Nairobi is abit different from the Makerere one because they could not 
gather enough environmental economists and were struggling. So they invited experts from other 
universities and research institutions to do work together and have become members of the EfD. He 
advised Makerere to try what works for them best. 
 
“As a brother and neighbor I am in full support of the Makerere initiative. You can count on me. I 
am willing to support you. My aim is to see EfD growing, we have a Centre in Tanzania and Ethiopia 
and we are collaborating a lot. May God bless you and may you prosper in everything”, Prof. Mbithi 
concluded. 
 

4.0 GENERAL DISCUSSIONS 

 

4.1 Comments, observations and Questions 
The participants applauded the EfD-Mak initiative and expressed willingness to partner with Centre. 

The following observations, comments and inquiries were made: 

 The inauguration of the center at Makerere University was long overdue. The valuation of 
Natural resources has been lacking, an issue the Centre should consider seriously; 

 Most of the information generated from research is always hidden and not accessible. Asked 
whether the Centre would make information accessible to everyone given the problem of 
negative attitude and poor reading culture; 

 The blended initiative by economists and agriculturalist is a welcome move and it should 
endeavor to inform government on how much climate change matters, soil hydrology and 
carry out an assessment on the cost of giving away Namanve reserve swamp for the industrial 
park and help policy makers and Ugandans know the pollution levels when effluent was 
diverted from the water treatment plant; 

 The debate on the nexus between environment, biodiversity and economics has been void. 
Very few people can do a total valuation of say, Mabira forest and impact caused by 
encroachment. There is need to build a critical mass of competent researchers across the 
nation and the region to do natural resource accounting. 

 The debate on ecology versus economy should be at the Centre and to avoid this question, 
the EfD-Mak Centre should have the right people with the knowledge, skills and interest to 
help establish a database; 

 Wanted to know whether NEMA besides regulation and enforcement has an innovative way 
of approaching government (or a national consultative forum) before decisions on natural 
resources are taken on grounds that the two seemed not speaking the same language yet most 
of the forest reserves like Bugoma are being depleted; 
 
 

Research to Manage the Environment for Development 
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 The country is facing challenges with implementing policies. The Centre has a huge 
opportunity and should come up with innovative ways of how policy makers can be linked to 
conservationists and academia to help government change ways of doing things; 

 The Centre needs to establish collaborations to get ideas on how to improve conservation and 
productivity, look at critical issues affecting society for example whether the proposed 
alternatives for wood fuels such as electricity and gas are viable for the communities; 

 The youth form the biggest portion of the country’s population and would like to know how 
they will be engaged with the EfD-Mak program; 

 The nation needs innovative ways of turning resources into wealth. This is a critical issue for 
the Centre to identify entry points and information to take to policy makers; 

 The Centre should have a document to inform the budgeting process and should think of 
what information to package; 

 In all activities of environment, valuation of natural resources is still lacking. UBOS could 
make a good partner in this; 

 Ecologists and economists have different interests and there is need to strike a balance. This 
is another important area the EfD-Mak Centre should look at; 

 Inquired whether the project targets women and whether, it will look at curriculum in 
secondary schools; 

 There is need to advise government on subsidies on electricity costs and ensuring that gas is 
made safer for use if the urban areas; 

 Inquired whether organizations can track the impact of this program and whether the Centre 
can create opportunities for small organizations to apply and come up with policies stemming 
from its activities; 

 Inquired from the Director EfD-Kenya how they have managed to ensure that the national 
park survives in the middle of the city; and to share some of the achievements recorded so far; 

 Asked whether the Centre has plans to have mechanisms to bring up research solutions to 
manage boundary resources; 

 UMA expressed happiness with the EfD-Mak initiative saying, they have a number of partners 
collaborating with them on different programs taking care of environment and would be 
grateful if the center becomes a collaborative associate; 

 Much of the environmental degradation is related to poverty as people strive to obtain a living. 
So the EfD-Mak Centre should also consider other income generating projects outside the 
natural resources to enable people move away from wood fuel; 

 Tanzania EfD representative was happy that the EfD-Mak was taking route expressing 
willingness to work closely with the Uganda chapter. 
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4.2 Responses from presenters 
The presenters including the Centre Director Dr. Edward Bbaale, Director EfD-Kenya Prof. Richard 

Mulwa Mbithi, representative from NEMA, Daniel Babika, NPA representative Dr. Ronald gave 

responses in line with their positions. 

 Part of the project component is to support and give a platform for students (youth) in 
environment and natural resources to undertake research and also qualify as junior research 
fellows; 

 One of the gaps the EfD- Mak identified before its inception was communication. The heart 
of the EfD is to communicate in the simplest way, write policy briefs and constantly engage 
with policy makers; 

 The Centre will send out precise information to the stakeholders to address the problem of 
negative attitude and poor reading culture; 

 The center right from its inception adopted the multidisciplinary approach starting with two 
colleges-CAES and CoBAMS, and will look beyond the Centre boundary and bring on board 
different competencies; 

 Besides implementation and enforcement, NEMA ensures projects have an Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) done. Public hearings are also conducted and encourages all 
Ugandans to read about the mitigation measures put in place. NEMA is reviewing the Hoima 
-Tanga oil pipe line document (4000 pages) for distribution to all stakeholders. The agency 
conducts reviews and holds seminars before calling public hearings and ensures that all 
concerns are addressed before issuing a certificate; 

 Gender is a cross cutting issue and, at the heart of the EfD-Mak Centre; 

 The EfD-Mak Centre is in reach with university students both undergraduate and graduate 
where it can effectively review or incorporate aspects of environment and natural resources in 
the curriculum, it would consider the secondary school curriculum when stronger; 

 Engaging parliamentary committees is one of the high priority and long term agenda of the 
EfD-Mak project; 

 In Kenya, the EfD-Kenya   has done a lot of work on climate change, water and wildlife and 
conducted extensive research and influenced policy because it is evidence based. The research 
has involved many stakeholders and were able to change policy on metered water since there 
were many problems affecting people, did research to improve policy on urban tree spaces. 
The contribution of EfD is to tell government what it is supposed to do by giving policy briefs 
based on evidence and publicizing the information widely. 

 NEMA representative reported that environmental issues have been integrated in secondary 
and primary curriculum and at one time, efforts were being made with the then Makerere 
University institute for Environment and Natural Resources (MUIENR) but were not 
successful. Was happy that the EfD-Mak Centre would explore this opportunity. 

 NPA representative noted that gender as a cross cutting issue is a bit challenging but 
government was looking at better ways of addressing it as vulnerabilities in NDP III. He 
implored the center to come up with innovative solutions to help factor in gender in 
environment and climate change. 
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The function ended at 1.30 pm with lunch. 

 

          Guests ushered in for lunch courtesy of the Makerere University Guest House 
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Appendix 1:  Participants’ Attendance list 
 

EfD-Mak LAUNCH ATTENDANCE LIST 

No Name Institution Designation Telephone  E-Mail 

1 Odong Joseph MWE/DWRU FUO 0773496736 odongjoze@gmail.com 

2 Donald Kaggwa NPA MPT & TP 0772961828 Ronald.kaggwa@npa.go.ug 

3 Aisha Nanyiti SoE Asst. lecturer 0782906506 ananyiti@gmail.com 

4 Henry Kasumba Makerere 
institution 

Lecturer 0781890097 kasumba123@yahoo.com 

5 Micheal Kizza Nile Basin 
Initiative(NBI) 

SWRMS 0772614580 mkizza@nilebasin.org 

6 Irene Nasiimwe UWA Planning 0703647226 irenenasiimwe@gail.com 

7 John Sseruyange Makerere Lecturer 0782487948 johnsseruyange@gmail.com 

8 Byaruhanga Brian Makerere Lecturer 0703020980 promptbrian@gmail.com 

9 Dr. Daniel Babika NEMA Director 0772667066 daniel-babika@nema.go.ug 

10 Daisy Kemigisha Makerere Student 0708575927 daisykemie@gmail.com 

11 Munanuzi Nathan Ministry of  Water 
and Environment 

Senior 
Environmental 
Officer 

0772841843 munanuzin@yahoo.com 

12 Sophie Luwano Ministry of  Water 
and Environment 

Water officer 0773459600 sluwano@gmail.com 

13 Sarah Mujabi UNDP Program 
Officer Climate 
Change 

0772316061 Sarah.mujabi@undp.org 

14 Saint Kizito 
Omalla 

Makerere Lecturer 0772491545  

15 Santo Asiimwe WFP MA 0772616873 santo.asiimwe@wfp.org 

16 Mar Iglesias WFP Intern +2465752011
00 

Maria.iglesias@wfp.org 

17 Galiwango John 
Baptist 

IAMR Official 0784416715 jbgaliwango5@gmail.com 

18 Dianah Katiti Ministry of  
Science, 
Technology and 
Innovation 

Official-Pro 0752445150 Dianah.katiti@mosti.go.ug 
 
 
 

19 Mukoki James CoBAMS Asst. Lecturer 0774732248 Jammy.mukoki@gmail.com 
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20 Muhawe Yvonne 
Edith 

CoBAMS Class Rep. 0792431658 yvonnemuhawe@gmail.com 

21 Gerald Babi DWRM/MWE SWO 0702395452 Geraldbabi@gmail.com 

22 Mildred Ochwo 
Ssemakula 

Makerere, CAES Senior lecturer 0751592061 mknossemakula@caes.mak.ac.u
g 

23 Shiba Kakama Makerere Registrar, SOE 0782716813 skakama2008@gmail.com 

24 Ikarokok Joseph Makerere Chief  custodian 0702072262 ikarokokjoseph@yahoo.com 

25 Patricia 
Naluwooza 

Makerere  0773199623 patricianaluwooza@gmail.com 

26 Alex Aliga Makerere Student 0752484697 aligaalex76@gmail.com 

27 Peter Babyenda Makerere Asst. lecturer 0773432413 pbabyenda@gmail.com 

28 Kamakune Annet Makerere Registrar’s 
office 

0751324217 Annet.annet@gmail.com 

29 Suzan Kavuma Makerere Lecturer 0756852150 skavuma@bams.mak.a.ug 

30 Paul Asiimwe Embassy of  
Sweden 

Program 
Officer 

0781034555 Paul.asiimwe@gou.se 

31 Mugabi Micheal Ministry of  
Tourism, Wildlife 
and Antiquities 

PS 0703338597 michealmugabi7@gmail.co 

32 Prof. Richard 
Mulwa.Mbithi. 

University of  
Nairobi 

Director EfD-
Kenya 

25471056162
6 

Richard.mulwa@uonbi.ac.ke 

33 Paul Isabirye UNMA/MWE D/DSNO(for 
ED) 

0772592032 Paul.isabirye@unma.go.ug 

34 Raymond Mugisha Afri-Accent, Risk 
Management 
Solutions 

MD 0779544686 rmugisha@afriaccent.com 

35 Aaron Werikle NPA P/ENR 0774693761 aronwerikle@gmail.com 

36 Tom Mwebaze Makerere, 
CoBAMS 

P/R 0772467561 tmwebaze@bams.mak.ac.ug 

37 Ismael Kintu Makerere, 
CoBAMS 

 Lecturer 0758309776 kintuisma@gmail.com 

38 Magret Banga Makerere, 
CoBAMS 

Senior lecturer 0774710707 magretjbanga@gmail.com 

39 Kizito Francis Ministry of  Water 
and Environment 

 0753153791 Francis.kizito@mwe.go.ug 

40 Nantale Mary CAES Administrative 
secretary 

0783922299 marynantale@gmail.com 
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41 Prof. Johnny 
Mugisha 

Makerere, CAES Deputy 
Director, EfD-
Mak 

0773155702 johnnymugisha@gmail.com 

42 Mutebi Edgar Makerere  0752014587 mutebiedgarwatson@gmail.om 

43 Mwayafu Mujasi 
David 

UCSD Program officer 0777272034/
0752521230 

dmwayafu@ugandacoalition.or.
ug/ugandacoalition@infocom.
co.ug 

44 Fred Kasalirwe Makerere, 
CoBAMS 

EfD, Data 
Manager 

0774826816 pkasliwe@gmail.com 

45 Obura Edward 
P.O 

Makerere, CAES College 
Registrar 

0772648978 oburnep@caes.mak.ac.ug 

46 Winfred Kakumba NSSF  0772583964 wkakumba@gmail.com 

47 Nassanga Hanifa CoBAMS Administrative 
secretary 

0776370552 hnassanga@bams.mak.ac.ug 

48 Naggawa Vivian CoBAMS Trainee 0783934699 viviannaggawa@gmail.com 

49 Fred Matovu CoBAMS EfD, Research 
fellow 

0752643706 fmatovu@bams.mak.ac.ug 

50 Catherine 
Kabagambe 

CoBAMS College Bursar 0772382525 ckabagambe@finance.mak.ac.u
g 

51 Anthony 
Tibaingana 

Makerere, 
Cobams 

Lecturer 0702134978 atibaingana@gmail.com 

52 Edward Bbaale SoE Director, EfD-
Mak 

0783573385 ebbaale@bams.mak.ac.ug 

53 Kyamugabwa 
Anita 

Makerere Student 0703538800 anitakyamugabwa@gmail.com 

54 Theodora S. 
Hyuha 

CAES, SAS Professor 0772449670 theohyuha@gamil.com 

55 Willy Kakuru FAO Consultant 0782189014 wnkakuru@yahoo.com 

56 Nuwamanya 
Hillary 

CoBAMS College 
president(CoBA
MS) 

0704838103 hillarynuwamanya@gmail.com 

57 Okello Stanley 
Derrick 

CoBAMS Deputy sports 
minister(CoBA
MS) 

0751231076 stanlezokello@gamil.com 

58 Kirya Bashir CoBAMS Speaker,MEMS 0705722299 kiryaelbash@gmail.com 

59 Akileng Godfrey CoBAMS Dean,SoB 0772874220 gakileng@gmail.com 
 

60 Ddamulira Gerald CBS, FM News Reporter 0705125128 ddamuliragerald@gmail.com 

61 Joweria Teera Makerere Senior Lecturer 0782471527 joweriateera@gmail.com 
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62 I.M.Okumu Makerere Senior Lecturer 0752016887 okumuim@gmail.com 

63 Faisal Buyinza Makerere, 
CoBAMS 

Senior Lecturer 0753884242 bbkfaisal@gmail.com 

64 David Duli WWF CD 0772500241  

65 Yusuf  Kiwaala Makerere Lecturer 0775656700 ykiwaala@gmail.com 

66 Kiyemba Jeremy Makerere Researcher 0704538093 kiyembaf@outlook.com 

67 Kombowa Joseph Makerere Researcher 0753343378 kombowajoseph@gmail.com 

68 Katumba Prossy Makerere, 
CoBAMS 

Lecturer 0772436346 pkatumba@gmail.com 

69 Phinehas 
Tukamuhabwa 

Makerere, CAES Professor 0772498691 p.tuka@caes.amk.ac.ug 

70 William Ekere Makerere, CAES Lecturer 0772648240 wekere@caes.mak.ac.ug 

71 Nomwesigwa 
Katuramu 

Makerere Student 0788184213 nomwesigwakaturamu@gmail.c
om 

72 Dr. Kenneth 
Tindimwebwa 

Kyambogo 
University 

Lecturer 0776603254 tindimwebwakenneth@gmail.c
om 

73 Fredrick Tumwine Makerere,CAES Associate 
Professor 

0778863404 tumwine@caes.mak.ac.ug 

74 Arinda Coleb Makerere Student 0752620811 colebarinda97@gmail.com 

75 Bagamba Fredrick Makerere,CAES Lecturer 0774246156 fbagamba@caes.mak.ac.ug 

76 Kitimbo Pearl 
Elizabeth 

Makerere Student 0785740509 kithepearl12@gmail.com 

77 Racheal 
Namirembe 

Makerere Administrator 0772436015  

78 Umar Kakumba Makerere DVC, AA   

79 Nakitende Sharon Makerere Student 0750344698 nakitendesharon19@gamil.co 

80 Ronald Opio Makerere  0775829949 opioronald123@gmail.com 

81 Dr. Steven 
Mayende 

CoBAMS Lecturer 0772443392 stepmayende@yahoo.co.uk 

82 Nakimuli Rose CoBAMS Asst. lecturer 0772500737 rosenakibuuka@yahoo.co.uk 

83 John Mutenyo Makerere Senior Lecturer 07750504217 jkmutenyo@yahoo.com 

84 Taremwa Dickson CoBAMS Information 
minister 

0708232318 taremwadickson2015@gamil.c
om 

85 Muwonge Edward CoBAMS Registrar 0780484575 ediemuwonge@gmail.com 

86 Magambo Abdu CEDAT Student 0701215111 abdumagambo@gmail.com 

87 Sendawula Kasimu CoBAMS Asst. lecturer 0702073972 sendawulakasimu@gmail.com 
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88 Namiiro Sarah 
Aminah 

CAES Student 0753258814 namirosarahaminah@gmail.co
m 

89 Hawa Harriet CoBAMS/CAES HR 0782859252 hhawa@hrd.mak.ac.ug 

90 Mwesigwa Steven Environment 
alert 

Program 
coordinator 

0706512530  

91 Busuulwa Lule 
Frank 

Nature Uganda Administrator 0782864503 busuulwafrank@yahoo.co.uk 

92 Nicholas Kilimani Makerere, 
CoBAMS 

EfD, Research 
fellow 

0772440724 Nick.kilimani1@gmail.com 

93 Jonah Butsatsa Eco trust C-Pro 0776010392 jbutsatsa@ecotrust.or.ug 

94 Ssenviri Kaddu. N. 
A 

CHS, Makerere Senior lab 
technician 

0754587457 akaddu@musph.ac.ug 

95 Tingo Alfred Makerere, 
CEDAT 

Senior Registrar 0788778039 atingo2014@gmail.com 

96 Sekatawa Issah Makerere-Eta Asst. lecturer 0701833564 sekatawaisaah@gmail.com 

97 Kiganira Ibrahim Makerere, CAES Research 
Student 

0755117008 Kanibrahimology@yahoo.com 

98 Ruth Ahisiibwe Makerere Student 0756880751 riankent22@gmail.com 

99 Frank Kumi Makerere, CAES Student 0758462151 frankkumifk@gmail.com 

100 Fred K Matovu Cbs FM radio Sales Manager 0772411291 fredrickmatovu@gmail.com 

101 Fred Muhumuza SoE/CoBAMS Lecturer 0772671584 fmatooki@yahoo.com 

102 Muhindi Yassin CoBAMS Student 0701310731 muhindiyassin@gmail.com 

103 Ndhaye Moses KFM/Ddembe Journalist 0701882126 mndhaye@gmail.com 

104 Namutebi Joanitah CoBAMS Student 0756693993 namutebijoanitah1@gamil.com 

105 Patrick Byakagaba Makerere, CAES Lecturer 0782563709 byakas2001@yahoo.com 

106 Nakaseeta Claire Makerere, 
CoBAMS 

Librarian 0772865461 clairekaks2013@gmail.com 

107 Prof. Mark Purdon University of  
Quibec, Montreal 

Professor +1514476741
4 

purdon.mak@uqam.ca 

108 Musinguzi Jonath Plant trees now, 
Uganda 

Researcher 0787740194 jonathking7@gmail.com 

109 Kisembo Calvin Plant tress now, 
Uganda 

Researcher 0776449962 calvinkisembo19@gmail.com 

110 Eve Hilda Makune Makerere, CAES EfD 
Administrative 
officer 

07726554418 evehilda@caes.mak.ac.ug 

111 Peter Turyakwa CoBAMS Lecturer 0772586327 peterturyakwa@gmail,com 

mailto:namirosarahaminah@gmail.com
mailto:namirosarahaminah@gmail.com
mailto:hhawa@hrd.mak.ac.ug
mailto:busuulwafrank@yahoo.co.uk
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mailto:atingo2014@gmail.com
mailto:sekatawaisaah@gmail.com
mailto:Kanibrahimology@yahoo.com
mailto:Kanibrahimology@yahoo.com
mailto:riankent22@gmail.com
mailto:frankkumifm@gmail.com
mailto:fredrickmatovu@gmail.com
mailto:fmatooki@yahoo.com
mailto:muhindiyassin@gmail.com
mailto:mndhaye@gmail.com
mailto:namutebijoanitah1@gamil.com
mailto:byakas2001@yahoo.com
mailto:clairekaks2013@gmail.com
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112 Okwalinga Allan CoBAMS Student Leader 0771951883 allangreenxray@gmail.com 

113 Ogenrwoth Brian CAES Student Leader 0784316622 ogenrwothzinobrian@gmail.co
m 

114 Anthony 
Wolimbwa 

CAN-U/ECO Program officer 0774492372 Anthony.wolimbwa@gmail.co
m 

115 George Asiimwe GGGI  0752528559 George.assimwe@ggg.org 

116 Ainembabazi 
Hewetson 

CoBAMS Student 0788343061 hainembabazi89@gamil.com 

117 Suzan B. 
Tumwebaze 

CAES Associate Prof 0754742065 tumwebaze@caes.mak.a.ug 

118 John Bbale CoBAMS Lecturer 0706131835 jmbbaale@gmail.com 

119 Mugooda Salmon CoBAMS Ass. lecturer 0756891456 smugooda@yahoo.com 

120 Mubangizi Narisi CAES Lecturer 0776354777 mubnarisi@gmail.com 

121 John B Oryema CoBAMS Research Fellow 0772355497 jboryema@gmail.com 

122 Takia Fibbons CoBAMS Admin Asst. 0757002637 tfibbons@gmail.com 

123 Musoke Edward CoBAMS Asst. lecturer 0782742633 edwardmusoke549@gmail.com 

124 Jennifer Amejja NAPE Officer, CEG 0776527667 jamejja@gmail.com/nape@nap
e.co.ug 

125 Sombi Sam CoBAMS Office, CEG 079129653  

126 Mukadas Buyinza DRGT Director 0772505360 buyinza@rgt.mak.ac.ug 

127 Nansasi Grace MOWT S.Socialogist 0772525593 nansasigrace@gmail.com 

128 Kizibaziba M C Buganda 
Kingdom 

PEO 0772453815 carollazibaziba@gmail.com 

129 Sarah Bimbone CoBAMS Lecturer   

130 Nantambi Agnes New Vision Writer 0772485531 anantambi@gamil.com 

131 John Tabuti Makerere, CAES Professor 0772960880 jtabuti.caes.mak.ac.ug 

132 Atino Juliet MOWT SEO 0772537344 julietatino@gmail.com 

133 Kamoga Arata Environmental 
alert 

PI.KM 0779092046 kamogaarata@gmail.com 

134 Damalie Mukhaye Daily monitor Journalist 0773730506 mukhaye50@gmail.com 

135 Tugume 
Deogratious 

Makerere Student 0759967967 deustugs@gmail.com 

136 Asiimwe John 
Bosco 

Makerere Lecturer 0772428489 asiimwejb@gmail.com 

137 Nakalule Prossy UNMA Economist 0771645237 nakalulevop@gmail.com 
 

mailto:allangreenxray@gmail.com
mailto:ogenrwothzinobrian@gmail.com
mailto:ogenrwothzinobrian@gmail.com
mailto:Anthony.wolimbwa@gmail
mailto:Anthony.wolimbwa@gmail
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mailto:tumwebaze@caes.mak.a.ug
mailto:jmbbaale@gmail.com
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mailto:jboryema@gmail.com
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mailto:edwardmusoke549@gmail.com
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138 Mbatuusa 
Christine 

EMLI PA 0705552516 mbatuusachristine@gmail.com 

139 Kaganzi Catherine Makerere Student 0758674539 kaganzictherine@gmail.com 

140 Olupot Giregon CAES Lecturer 0772552672 giregon@gmail.com 

141 Bashir Kagere SoE Asst. lecturer 0782869489 bkagere@bams.ac.ug 

142 Ekou David 
Eunya 

UDC Senior engineer 0774427911 dekany@udc.go.og 

143 Kiseka Edwin Eric Makerere, CAES Student 0772985321 kericcedwin@yahoo.com 

144 Denis Kyobe Vision group Reporter 070014933 kyobedenis@gmail.com 

145 Lubwama Abdu 
Nassir 

UBC T.V Reporter 0754770603 labdunasir@gmail.com 

146 Semwanga Jordan SoE Asst. lecturer 0752119555 jordanssemwanga@yahoo.co.u
k 

147 Babirye Jacinta SoE Student 0704848346 jacintanabirye@gmail.com 

148 Mugisha James ERA Student 0774174164 mugishajam97@gmail.com 

149 Tom Balojja Makerere Dean’s 
Representative 

0703589230 balojjatom’gmail.com 

150 Ann Nakirya The E. African 
NP 

Journalist  anakirya@ug.nationmedia.com 

151 Peter Kisaakye Makerere Asst. lecturer 0785374814 pkisaakye@gmail.com 

152 Hannelore Marten Protos Program 
Coordinator 

0787213087 Hannelore.marten@protos.ngo 

153 Gabriel Elepu Makerere, CAES Head, DANRE 0782755887 Elepu@caes.mak.ac.ug 

154 Eddy Walakira Makerere HOD,SWSA 0772490330 ewalakira@gmail.com 

155 Ssegujja Juma Makerere Student leader 0755791834 jummajumah@gmail.com 
 

156 Kitagenda Sinan Makerere Student leader 0776425241 Kitagendasinan.ks@gmail.com 

157 Mugisa Cyprian UMA Environment 
Program 
Officer 

0772688297 Mugisa.cyprian@gmail.com/m.
cyprian@uma.or.ug 

158 Bitamale B.M Makerere  Registrar 0701127000 barongom@gmail.com 

159 J B Tumuhairwe Makerere, CAES Head, DAP 0772463092 jbtumuhairwe@gmail.om 

160 Nahabwe Diana Makerere Student 0702625467 nahabwediana@gmail.com 

161 Willy R Kagama Makerere Lecturer 0702009360 willykagama57@gmail.com 

162 Ibrahim Mukisa Makerere Lecturer 0772632147 mukisaibrahim@yahoo.com 
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163 Jane Anyango Makerere EfD 
Communication 
Officer 

0784738521 janyango72@gmail.com 

164 Kanyikirize Enid Makerere Asst. Records 
officer 

0773533730 jessejoelruuhwezi@gmail.com 

165 Moses Kaddu Bukedde  Reporter 0712873206 mkaddu@gmail.com 

166 Nalwanga Shiffah Makerere Student 0788023199 snalwanga@gmail.com 

167 Ampaire Emmy Makerere Custodian   

168 Nehemiah Ateyia Makerere PRO office 0751804208  

169 Nakibuuka Sarah Makerere Procurement 
officer CoBAMS 

0772582047  

170 Mucunguzi Moses Makerere CHUSS   

171 Besigye Barigye B Makerere CHUSS   

172 John Baptist 
Galiwango 

Makerere CoVAB  jbgaliwango@covab.mak.ac.ug 
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